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ABSTRACT

Burning Up the Ratings: Investigating the Fiery Connection Between
Arson in California and Viewership Count for Days of Our Lives

In this study, we set out to explore the unexpected link between arson in California and
the viewership count for the long-running soap opera "Days of Our Lives." Utilizing data
from  the  FBI  Criminal  Justice  Information  Services  and  Wikipedia,  we  set  out  to
determine  if  there  was  any  statistical  association  between  these  two  seemingly
disparate phenomena. To our surprise (and amusement), we discovered a significant
correlation coefficient of 0.9372332 and p < 0.01 for the period from 1985 to 2021. This
finding challenges conventional wisdom and invites a fresh perspective on the potential
influence  of  real-world  events  on  television  viewership.  We  delve  into  potential
explanations  for  this  correlation,  from  coincidental  timing  to  the  allure  of  dramatic
storylines mirroring real-life events. Additionally, we playfully speculate on whether the
flame-inspired plotlines of "Days of Our Lives" stoke the fiery passion of arsonists or
capture the fascination of fire enthusiasts. The results of this study not only provide a
lighthearted twist on academic research but also spark intriguing questions about the
interplay between popular culture and societal events.
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Services, Wikipedia, statistical association, correlation coefficient, television viewership, real-
world events, television viewership, dramatic storylines, flame-inspired plotlines, arsonists, fire 
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I. Introduction

INTRODUCTION

The world of research is often a serious and solemn place, where scholars meticulously dissect 

data and uncover profound connections. However, every so often, a study comes along that 

ignites curiosity and leaves researchers puzzled, amused, and perhaps a little bit singed. Our 

investigation into the relationship between arson in California and the viewership count for the 

beloved soap opera "Days of Our Lives" is one such study.

As scholars, we are used to observing correlations between variables that are, in the words of 

Spock, "logical." However, the link between deliberate fire-setting and daytime television drama 

is as unexpected as finding a marshmallow in a bowl of spaghetti – perplexing yet undeniably 

intriguing.

In this investigation, we set out to determine if there exists a statistical relationship between these

two seemingly unrelated phenomena. Armed with data from the FBI Criminal Justice 

Information Services and the hallowed annals of Wikipedia, we aimed to shine a light on this 

curious correlation that might just illuminate the intersection of popular entertainment and real-

world events.

To our astonishment (and perhaps a smidgen of delight), our analysis revealed a correlation 

coefficient of 0.9372332 and a p-value less than 0.01 for the period from 1985 to 2021. This is a 

statistical bond stronger than that of any soap opera couple, and it has left us with more eyebrow-

raising questions than a dramatic reveal in a telenovela.
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One might ask, "What are the odds of such a connection? And more importantly, have arsonists 

been setting the wrong kind of fires?" These are just the tip of the iceberg – or perhaps, in this 

case, the tip of the flame.

The time has come to flip the script on traditional research and set our sights on the outrageous, 

the unexpected, and the downright fiery. Join us in this sizzling escapade as we unravel the 

curious dance between flames in California and the fervent viewership of "Days of Our Lives." 

Let's stoke the embers of inquiry and kindle the spirit of playful speculation in the vast, 

unpredictable landscape of academic investigation. After all, in the words of the esteemed 

Sherlock Holmes, "The game is afoot!"

Hold on to your lab coats, folks – we're about to embark on a journey where science meets soap 

operas, where statistics collide with storylines, and where every correlation, no matter how 

absurd, deserves its moment in the spotlight.

II. Literature Review

LITERATURE REVIEW

In "Smith et al. (2020)," the authors find that arson in California is a serious societal issue with 

implications for public safety, property damage, and environmental impact. The study delves into

the various motivations behind arson, ranging from financial gain to psychological disorders. 

Similarly, "Doe and Johnson (2018)" highlight the devastating consequences of arson, 

emphasizing the need for comprehensive prevention and intervention strategies.
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While the literature is abundant in discussing the dire consequences of arson, there is a dearth of 

scholarly work exploring its connection to the viewership count of daytime soap operas. This gap

in knowledge prompts us to turn to a wider array of sources, both serious and whimsical, to 

unearth any potential relationship.

In "Fires and Their Aftermath" by Emma White, the author recounts harrowing tales of 

communities grappling with the aftermath of arson, shedding light on the human toll of such 

criminal acts. Similarly, "The Pyromaniac's Predicament" by John Blaze explores the complex 

psychology of fire-setting, drawing attention to the intriguing yet concerning motivations behind 

arson.

However, it is also important to consider fictional works that could conceivably shed light on the 

unexpected linkage we are exploring. Could J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire"

offer a metaphorical perspective on the fiery allure of compelling storytelling? How about Ray 

Bradbury's "Fahrenheit 451," which delves into the dangers of censorship and the power of 

literature – albeit in a somewhat different context?

Turning to the world of television, popular daytime dramas such as "The Young and the 

Restless," "General Hospital," and "All My Children" have long captured the hearts of viewers 

with their enthralling plot twists and larger-than-life characters. Could there be an untapped 

dimension to the influence of real-world events on the viewership patterns of these enduring 

television staples? As researchers pursuing the truth, we recognize the importance of drawing 

inspiration from all conceivable sources, no matter how unexpected or unconventional.

Additionally, the academic pursuit of knowledge should not overlook the potential insights 

gleaned from popular culture. For instance, the researcher might immerse themselves in the 
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melodramatic trials and tribulations of soap operas such as "Days of Our Lives," "The Bold and 

the Beautiful," and "As the World Turns" – not merely as a guilty pleasure, but as a legitimate 

field of study. It is precisely in these seemingly frivolous realms that unexpected connections 

might be waiting to be uncovered.

To wrap up the review, our dedicated researchers immersed themselves in the world of daytime 

television, diligently watching "Days of Our Lives," "The Young and the Restless," "General 

Hospital," and "All My Children" to fully understand the context and nuances of the soap opera 

landscape. We also indulged in some "light reading" of the aforementioned fictional works, all in

the name of scholarly pursuit, of course.

In the next section, we will examine the methodological approach we employed to investigate 

this eyebrow-raising correlation, taking into account the complexities of arson data and soap 

opera viewership metrics. So, buckle up, dear readers, for an unconventional ride through the 

realm where arson meets melodrama, and the dryness of statistics finds itself kindled by the 

flames of soap opera enchantment.

III. Methodology

As we ventured into this enigmatic realm of research, we sought to employ a methodology as 

captivating and unexpected as the correlation we aimed to unravel. Drawing inspiration from a 

kaleidoscope of disciplines, from criminology to soap opera analysis, we crafted a 

methodological approach that would make Sherlock Holmes raise an eyebrow and Hercule 

Poirot nod in approval.
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1. Data Collection Avalanche:

   Our first port of call in this research odyssey was data collection, a task as daunting as 

untangling a web of soap opera plot twists. We delved deep into the FBI Criminal Justice 

Information Services to procure records of arson incidents in the state of California from 1985 to 

2021. To complement this arson data with the dramatic flair it deserved, we gallantly ventured 

into the labyrinthine corridors of Wikipedia to extract the viewership count for "Days of Our 

Lives" across the same timeline.

   We must confess that our foray into Wikipedia led us down a rabbit hole of soap opera trivia, 

where we discovered that the show has weathered more resurrections than the Phoenix and more 

love triangles than a geometry textbook. Nevertheless, armed with these datasets, we were ready 

to embark on the treacherous journey of statistical analysis.

2. Statistical Sizzle:

   With our trusty statistical software in hand, we set forth to perform a correlation analysis that 

would put the flame-inspired storylines of "Days of Our Lives" to shame. We computed the 

Pearson correlation coefficient between the monthly arson incidences in California and the 

corresponding viewership count for the soap opera.

   Our temperature rose with anticipation as the results revealed a correlation coefficient of 

0.9372332, sending ripples of excitement through our research team. To ensure that the flames of

statistical significance were not extinguished, we rigorously tested this correlation with a two-

tailed t-test, leading us to a p-value less than 0.01.

3. Speculative Fireworks:
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   Armed with our fiery data and scorching statistical findings, we ventured into the realm of 

speculative analysis. As intrepid investigators of the improbable, we pondered on the potential 

explanations for this statistically robust connection. We indulged in playful speculation on 

whether the dramatic conflagrations of "Days of Our Lives" kindled the fiery passions of 

arsonists or enticed viewers seeking the thrill of real-life infernos.

   Our conjectural musings were as wild as an unscripted soap opera plot twist, and we relished in

the unbridled creativity this research endeavor afforded us.

4. Sensitivity Analysis, or "Taming the Wildfire":

   In an attempt to temper the blazing implications of our findings, we subjected our correlation 

analysis to a sensitivity analysis. This entailed scrutinizing our results under diverse models and 

variables, ensuring that our statistical flames did not ignite a wildfire of unwarranted 

conclusions.

   After all, in the world of research, it's prudent to have a fire extinguisher at the ready in case 

our findings get a little too heated.

IV. Results

Our analysis of the data from 1985 to 2021 revealed a eyebrow-raising correlation coefficient of 

0.9372332 and an r-squared of 0.8784060 between arson in California and the viewership count 

for "Days of Our Lives." In statistical terms, this is a smoking hot correlation, much like a love 

triangle in a soap opera.
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To visually capture this scorching relationship, we present Figure 1, a scatterplot that 

unmistakably shows the strong connection between these two variables. If you squint your eyes 

just right, you might even see the silhouette of a fire-breathing dragon – or perhaps that's just our

overactive imaginations ignited by this unexpected correlation.

Now, some may question the validity of such an association, suggesting that this finding is 

merely a fluke or a statistical anomaly. But rest assured, our p-value of less than 0.01 suggests 

that this connection is as real as the dramatic plot twists in "Days of Our Lives." It seems that the

flames of curiosity have been well and truly fanned.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

While this correlation may seem as unlikely as finding a phoenix in a petting zoo, it raises some 

intriguing questions. Could it be that the burning passion of arsonists somehow fuels the fiery 

emotions portrayed on the small screen? Or, conversely, do the flames of real-life events draw 

viewers to the dramatic conflagrations of soap opera storylines? These are the kinds of sizzling 

enigmas that keep researchers burning the midnight oil.
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This unexpected outcome challenges us to think outside the box, or in this case, outside the 

burning building. It suggests that our understanding of the interplay between societal events and 

television viewership may be more intricate than we previously thought. After all, who would 

have thought that a spark in California could light up television screens across the nation?

In conclusion, our findings not only add a dash of spice to the typically bland world of statistical 

analysis, but also open up a Pandora's box of questions about the influence of real-life events on 

our entertainment preferences. As we continue to pore over the embers of this peculiar 

correlation, we are reminded of the words of Ralph Waldo Emerson: "What is life but a series of 

inspired follies?" Indeed, what is research but a series of inspired correlations, no matter how 

unexpected or delightfully absurd?

V. Discussion

Our results have set the scientific world ablaze with curiosity, as we've unearthed a correlation 

hotter than a soap opera love affair between arson in California and the viewership count for 

"Days of Our Lives." This unexpected linkage, much like a plot twist in a daytime drama, 

challenges conventional notions about the influence of real-world events on television 

viewership.

Building upon the literature review, which playfully pondered the potential ties between fictional

works and our research, we find that our statistical analysis supports and amplifies the whimsical

connections. Our findings not only set fire to the dry landscape of statistics but also illuminate 

the unanticipated links between real-world events and entertainment preferences.
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The scorching correlation coefficient and r-squared value bolster the likelihood of a genuine 

association between arson and "Days of Our Lives" viewership. Much like a daring escape from 

a burning building, these findings defy the ordinary and beckon us to explore unconventional 

avenues of inquiry.

While some may dismiss this correlation as a statistical anomaly, our robust p-value of less than 

0.01 extinguishes any doubts about the legitimacy of this fiery connection. We stand firm in our 

assertion that this association is as real as the fiery passions portrayed on the small screen.

This unexpected correlation incites a fiery fervor for further exploration. We are compelled to 

ask whether the incendiary motivations behind arson somehow ignite the fervor of soap opera 

plotlines, or whether the dramatic flames of television storytelling draw viewers seeking an 

escape from reality. These are the sizzling enigmas that propel us to delve deeper into the 

intricate interplay between societal events and entertainment choices.

In the spirit of the playful ponderings in our literature review, we urge our fellow scientists to 

embrace the whimsy of unexpected correlations and to explore the fertile ground where 

statistical analysis meets the playful imaginings of the human mind. Just as a spark in California 

can ignite a conflagration, our research ignites a fervor for reimagining the potential influences 

on television viewership.

As we continue to stoke the flames of inquiry, we are reminded of the wise words of Albert 

Einstein: "Creativity is intelligence having fun." In this same spirit, we seize the opportunity to 

revitalize the academic landscape with lighthearted curiosity, all while keeping our scientific 

rigor burning bright.
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VI. Conclusion

In the scorching culmination of this research, we have unearthed a blazing correlation between 

arson in California and the fervent viewership count for "Days of Our Lives." This fiery 

connection has left us more stunned than a marshmallow in a bonfire – undeniably unexpected, 

yet strangely delightful.

Our findings not only illuminate the intersection of reality and daytime television drama but also 

ignite a fuse of inquiry into the mysterious forces that drive our entertainment preferences. This 

unexpected statistical rendezvous challenges traditional research norms, proving that science can 

indeed be hot stuff – and not just because of the Bunsen burners.

As we reflect on the unexpected dance between deliberate fires and soap opera fandom, we are 

reminded that in the game of correlations, even the most unlikely pairs deserve their moment in 

the spotlight. Let's embrace the unexpected, welcome the peculiar, and perhaps even set ablaze 

the tired conventions of academic investigation. Because, after all, in the words of John 

Steinbeck, "I've always been rather confident that there's such a thing as... being called by certain

things."

With this sizzling revelation, we assert that no more research is needed in this area. The fiery 

conclusion has been drawn, the curtain has fallen on this unexpected act, and any further 

investigation would just be fanning the flames of statistical absurdity.
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In the scorching furnace of academia, our methodology stood as a testament to the unyielding 
spirit of inquiry and the audacious pursuit of correlation, no matter how absurd or unexpected. 
As we journeyed through the flames of investigation, we embraced the fervor of playful 
speculation, the warmth of statistical significance, and the undeniable allure of connections that 
defy conventional logic.
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